SCORPION™ QUICK REFERENCE GUIDE

- **Objective Lens Cover**
- **Keypad**
- **Eyre Cup**
- **Power Switch Knob/Polarity**
- **Lens Focus Ring**
- **Diopter Adjustment**
- **Connection Port**
- **Battery Compartment Knob**
- **Battery Compartment**
- **Weapon Mount**
POWERING THE SCORPION
1. To set the unit to the ON position, turn the power knob clockwise until a click is sounded.
2. To set the unit to the OFF position, turn the knob counter-clockwise until a click is sounded.

SWITCHING POLARITY (WHITE HOT / BLACK HOT):
1. Set the camera to the ON position.
2. Turn the power knob clockwise (and release) to toggle between White Hot and Black Hot.

ADJUSTING THE DIOPTER
1. Rotate the textured eyepiece ring clockwise or counter-clockwise for the sharpest image in the display.

ADJUSTING THE LENS FOCUS
1. To focus the lens, rotate the lens element within the cutouts of the integrated lens cover.
2. Rotate the lens clockwise for far focus, counter-clockwise for near focus.

CONNECTION PORT
1. Remove the dust cover cap and connect the interface cable.
2. Use the interface for outputting image data and inputting external power.

PRIMARY BUTTON FUNCTIONS
1. ZOOM: Cycles through 2X, 4X and back to original magnification.
2. STILL CAPTURE: Press once to digitally capture a still image.
3. BRIGHTNESS: Cycles through 8 levels of display brightness.

USING THE MENU SYSTEM
The SCORPION uses a menu system to manage the on board image storage, reticle selection and boresighting features. To access the menu system, do the following:
1. Press and hold the Still Capture button until the drop-down Main Menu appears in the display (approximately 3 seconds).

SECONDARY BUTTON FUNCTIONS:
Once the menu system is displayed, use the buttons on the top of the camera to navigate as follows:
1. UP (Zoom)
2. SELECT (Still Capture)
3. DOWN (Brightness)